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  . . . who is poisoned by his friend and colleague, and Shekhar starts to fight for his life using his invention of a remote
controlled car, a suit with remote-controlled blades and a device that allows him to control the blades from his brain. During the

course of the film, Shekhar must be 'cured' of his poison, but throughout the film, he undergoes a transformation into a
superhero of sorts. It was the first Indian action movie in which Shah Rukh Khan played a triple role of three different

characters. The film is directed by Anurag Basu and is produced by Sajid Nadiadwala and Pritish Nandy under the banner of
Nadiadwala Grandson Entertainment. The film is distributed by Dharma Productions. It was released in India on 13 February
2011. Ra.One received positive reviews from critics and was a major success at the box office. It had a worldwide gross of
US$149 million, and became the sixth highest-grossing Indian film of all time. The film is now considered a cult classic.

Ra.One is a 2011 Indian Bollywood action film directed by Anurag Basu and produced by Anurag Basu and Sajid Nadiadwala
under the banner of Nadiadwala Grandson Entertainment. The film is distributed by Dharma Productions. Ra.One is the story of
Shekhar who is poisoned by his friend. Shekhar begins to fight for his life using his invention of a remote controlled car, a suit
with remote controlled blades and a device that allows him to control the blades from his brain. Ra.One is the first Indian action
movie in which Shah Rukh Khan played a triple role of three different characters. Ra.One was released on 13 February 2011,
coinciding with the 11 February 2011 death of actor Sanjay Dutt's son, Salim, who had been murdered in 2004. The release of

Ra.One on the second anniversary of his death received a three-day lockdown by the Bombay police, along with numerous other
pre-release activity, to protest against underworld crime and violence in India. In India, the film has been a commercial success.

Ra.One became the sixth highest-grossing Indian film of all time with a worldwide gross of US$149 million, and became the
second highest-grossing Bollywood film after Aamir Khan's 3 Idiots of 2010. It was the first 82157476af
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